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Abstract The swelling of wood upon impregnation by aqueous solutions of 
organic solvents is larger than swelling by pure water. This phenomenon, described 
as “hyperswelling”, results from specific interactions with components of the com-
plex wood microstructure. To understand the combined effect of mixed solvents on 
wood properties, the specific influence of each solvent on wo od biopolymers and 
structure must be first characterized. In this study, the effect of th e impregnation 
of aqueous solutions of ethanol with concentrations from 0 to 100% on the phys-
ico-mechanical properties of poplar wood was investigated. For each solution, the 
sorption behaviour of veneer sapwood samples and the effect of sorption on wood 
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viscoelasticity and microstructure were measured through vapour sorption gravim-
etry, dynamic mechanical analysis and optical microscopy monitoring. Pure water 
and pure ethanol showed contrasting sorption behaviour, ethanol leading to a much 
lower swelling and a very limited softening compared to water, despite compara-
ble sorbed amounts. This result suggests different affinities of water and ethanol for 
biopolymers within wood microstructure. With mixed solutions, larger swelling and 
stronger variations in viscoelastic behaviour than in pure solvents were observed, 
confirming t he synergistic effect of  wa ter/ethanol mixtures on st ructure and prop-
erties of wood cells. Microscopic observations evidenced that ethanol, both alone 
and in aqueous solutions, generates intercellular decohesion and disbonding of the 
different wood cell wall layers. These observations are consistent with a mechanism 
of partial solubilization by ethanol of lignin-related phenolic. This could lead to a 
release of the constraints which limit the swelling of the polysaccharide fraction of 
the cell wall by water. Such phenomenon is likely to be at the origin of the hyper-
swelling observed in mixed water/organic solvent systems.

Introduction

As an answer to the increasing demand in biomaterials for packaging, furniture 
industry and construction, wood and wood-based products could stand as competi-
tive solutions. Indeed, the excellent physical and mechanical properties of wood 
fibres, the accessibility of the resources and the possible conversion into biocompos-
ites are strong arguments making wood an attractive source of materials. Nonethe-
less, because of its hygroscopic nature, wood is subject to swelling in contact with 
liquids. This phenomenon needs to be better understood and controlled to promote 
the use of wood in technical applications.

Depending on the nature of the adsorbed liquid, the extent of swelling has been 
reported to be highly variable (Gordy 1941). Similar effects were also observed in 
the swelling of lignocellulosic materials and cellulose (Prusov et al. 2014), as well 
as for wood–polymer composites (Zhang et al. 2006). The correlation between the 
characteristics of the liquids and their effect on swelling has been mainly discussed 
in terms of molecular size and polarity. Several authors described a negative corre-
lation between molar mass and swelling rate, due to the greater difficulty for larger 
molecules to diffuse into the fine structure of wood cell wall (Ishimaru and Maruta 
1996; Ishimaru and Sakai 1988; Stamm and Loughborough 1942; Stamm and 
Tarkow 1950). Nayer (1948) and Nayer and Hossfeld (1949) also reported higher 
swelling in polar liquids characterized by high bonding capacity, which is explained 
by the greater and faster penetration of the liquids into wood cell walls. These results 
are confirmed by Mantanis et al. (1994a, b, 1995), who tested a large variety of pure 
solvents and wood species and reported that both hydrogen bonding capacity and 
size of the solvent molecules contribute to the extent of wood swelling.

However, there are still unexplained results: dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), for 
example, swells wood twice as water does despite lower polarity and higher molecu-
lar mass compared to water.



Wood swelling in pure solvents is well documented. Yet, in many industrial 
applications, organic solvents are often combined with water, already present in the 
wood. Studying the effect of aqueous solutions containing organic solvent on wood 
swelling has then a special technological relevance. The complexity of the phenom-
ena involved, however, leads to surprising observations.

Robertson (1964) observed that binary mixtures of liquids can produce more 
swelling than either component alone and that this synergistic effect is particularly 
notable when water is one of the liquids. Later, O’Leary and Hodges (2001) men-
tioned that such systems behave “strangely” and reported that preferential adsorp-
tion of certain components within binary systems can cause disproportionate tan-
gential swelling. In this study, the specific case of water–ethanol solutions, which 
are involved in a large range of industrial uses, is addressed. Studying poplar and 
pinewood in green and dry conditions, Chang et al. (2009, 2012) and Meier et al. 
(2005) reported that water–ethanol solutions generate “hyperswelling”, namely a 
swelling more important than that observed for either pure water or pure ethanol. 
More precisely, the most important deformations were reported for a 50% volume 
fraction of ethanol. Similar results were observed on gels of acetylated lignin, show-
ing no swelling in ethanol but eight times the initial volume for swelling in water/
ethanol 50% (Nishida et al. 2003).

High swelling rate strongly influences wood mechanical properties. But, albeit 
the process of adsorption on wood and its effect on wood viscoelastic properties 
have been widely studied for water (Engelund et  al. 2013; Wang et  al. 1991) and 
several pure solvents (Ishimaru et al. 2001a; Ma et al. 1991), only a limited num-
ber of studies are available in the case of ethanol. In other lignocellulosic materials, 
it has been shown that aqueous solutions of ethanol can strongly affect the static 
mechanical properties. For example, alteration of both tensile and shear strength of 
bamboo fibres composites has been evidenced upon aqueous treatments with ethanol 
(Hu et al. 2016; Qin and Yu 2009). Regarding wood, Meier et al. (2006b) found that 
both static bending and compression strength of pinewood swollen in aqueous solu-
tions of ethanol were decreased by about the same amount as when using pure water. 
To date, there is no comprehensive explanation of these experimental observations.

To investigate these questions, it was considered in this work that studying 
the effect of water–ethanol sorption on both mechanical properties and wood 
fibres microstructure was a promising avenue of research. Wood microstructure 
is characterized by a non-homogeneous supramolecular organization. The spe-
cific composition of the layered structure of wood cell walls could explain why 
the sorption of binary solvents results in non-homogeneous hygroscopic and 
mechanical behaviours. The use of aqueous solutions of ethanol might lead to 
selective extraction of some of the cell wall and middle lamellae components, 
accompanied by alterations in stress transfer mechanisms within cell walls and 
between wood cells. Such phenomenon would result in the modification of the 
physico-mechanical and hygroscopic properties of lignocellulosic fibres. This 
hypothesis is supported by the observations of Meier et  al. (2005, 2006a, b), 
who reported that ethanol–water mixtures generate local decohesion of indi-
vidual cells. Studies on other lignocellulosic materials also identified specific 
effects of the cooperative sorption of water and organics on the different layers 



of primary and secondary cell walls. Acera Fernández et  al. (2016) showed 
that the removal of non-cellulosic components from the cell walls of flax fibres 
with various aqueous and organic solvents could strongly affect t he t ransverse 
mechanical properties of the fibres and their composites. In aqueous solutions of 
DMSO, Le Moigne et al. (2008, 2010) and Le Moigne and Navard (2010) also 
observed gradients in swelling and dissolution between the different cell walls 
of lignocellulosic fibres.

To better understand the phenomenon of wood hyperswelling observed in 
aqueous solutions containing organic solvents, it is then proposed to use pop-
lar wood and water–ethanol binary mixtures as a reference system to clarify the 
nature of the synergistic effect of these two solvents on wood samples. Investi-
gating the specific contributions of water and ethanol to sorption, swelling and 
viscoelastic wood properties, it is aimed to improve the understanding of the 
swelling mechanisms of wood in mixed solvents. For this purpose, first the sorp-
tion behaviour of poplar wood veneers in water, ethanol and their binary mix-
tures was studied to observe the influence of ethanol concentration on sorption 
behaviour. Second, the effect of sorption on samples’ dynamic mechanical prop-
erties was measured to see whether both solvents are sorbed in similar absorp-
tion sites, and assuming that different sorption sites could give r ise to different 
changes in the dynamical mechanical behaviour. Finally, the impact of sorption 
on the deformation of cell walls and on the intercellular cohesion was evaluated 
by microscope monitoring, to characterize the effect of the different mixtures on 
wood microstructure.

Materials and methods

Wood sampling and mixed solvents

Poplar was chosen as a model wood material due to its regular microstructure 
and low extractive content, thus limiting the issues related to wood inherent vari-
ability. This species is also widely naturally spread and planted in Europe and 
North America and a future growth in poplar utilization is expected in the area of 
composite products, bioenergy and chemicals (Balatinecz et al. 2014). Unheated 
and untreated poplar veneers (Populus tremula) were cut with a hydraulic press in 
the same sapwood zone along the fibre direction (i.e. R = 5 mm × T = 0.5 mm × L 
= 45 mm) and stabilized for 2 months at room conditions (25 °C; 45% RH). The 
resulting samples were homogeneous and almost free from extractives, thus lim-
iting the potential influence o f s econdary m etabolites o n wood s orption ( Bossu 
et al.  2016). Solvents used for adsorption experiments were outgassed deionised 
water and ethanol (99.9%, Aldrich). Three binary mixtures made of water and 
ethanol were prepared with different m ass f ractions e thanol/(ethanol +  w ater) 
(0.21, 0.44 and 0.70). The calculated molar fractions of ethanol in the resulting 
mixed solvents (named 21% EtOH, 44% EtOH and 70% EtOH) are 0.09, 0.24 and 
0.48.



Gravimetric sorption measurements

Vapour sorption measurements were performed by dynamic vapour sorption (DVS), 
a technique largely used to determine sorptive properties of wood and biomateri-
als (Engelund et al. 2010; Hill et al. 2010; Lequin et al. 2010; Källbom et al. 2016; 
Ormondroyd et al. 2016; Hosseinpourpia et al. 2016, 2017). In the isotherm gravi-
metric sorption instrument (DVS-Vacuum, Surface Measurement Systems, London, 
UK), the vapour pressure is obtained from temperature control of liquid sorbates 
placed in reservoirs. A mass flow controller ensures a constant admission of vapour 
generated from the liquid sorbates into the nitrogen flow to the balance cell. High 
vacuum can be obtained in the balance using a membrane pump coupled to a molec-
ular pump. A butterfly valve on the pump allows reaching a targeted absolute pres-
sure in the balance under continuous gas flow. The vapour pressure is controlled 
through the ratio of gas flows from the vapour reservoir and the dry carrier nitro-
gen bottle. Successive steps of relative pressures (p/p°) were set for determining the 
whole sorption isotherm. The equilibrium criterion for each step of the sorption iso-
therms was set with a mass variation ratio dm/dt of 0.005%/min. Each wood speci-
men was loaded and dried in situ at 40 °C under high vacuum (2 × 10−6 Torr) for 
10 h. Solvent sorption measurements were performed at 25 °C. The values of the 
saturation pressure of each component of the ethanol aqueous solutions are reported 
in Supplementary Materials 1. The typical duration of a sorption–desorption cycle 
was 30 h. These conditions have been shown to be adequate for reaching constant 
mass uptake in each step of water vapour sorption for sample size used in these 
experiments (Bratasz et al. 2012; Wong 2017). The sorption isotherms were best fit-
ted by the GAB model with GraphPad Prism 6 software. Water sorption measure-
ments were also conducted on a powdered wood sample prepared by 2-µm milling 
with a Retsch SM 100 cutting mill.

Dynamic mechanical characterization by DMA

Modified mechanisms of wood swelling can induce complex variations  in the 
mechanical behaviour over time. In these cases, dynamical studies are more adapted 
to track transient mechanical changes occurring during sorption processes. For 
this reason, the effect of solvents sorption on the dynamic longitudinal mechani-
cal behaviour of wood specimens were analysed by coupling a Dynamic Mechani-
cal Analyser (DMA) (50N Metravib) with a tank connected to a thermostatic bath 
regulated at 40 °C (see Fig. 1). Samples were mounted in tensile mode and clamped 
between the jaws with a torque wrench at 2.5  N/m before being immersed in the 
different solvents. First trials were conducted for assessing the linear viscoelastic 
domain of the specimens. The optimal amplitude of the dynamic displacement was 
found to be 5 µm.

The variations of the complex modulus E*, which is composed of the stor-
age modulus E′ (real part) and loss modulus E″ (imaginary part), and the damp-
ing (tanδ = E″/E′) were measured at a frequency of 0.05 Hz all along the absorption 
process during 2 h. Four repetitions were operated for water and ethanol and three 



repetitions for mixed solvents. To enable comparison between the different tests, 
relative E′ and relative tanδ were calculated, normalizing the current values by the 
initial values of E′0 and tanδ0 measured after 500 s of stabilization and just before 
t0 corresponding to the beginning of immersion. Dynamic mechanical behaviour in 
shear mode was also investigated using the same protocol.

The exact compositions of the solutions were checked before and after each meas-
urement using gas chromatography–mass spectrometry (GC–MS). No modification 
of the composition could be observed during the experiments that would originate 
from selective evaporation, thus indicating a good sealing of the apparatus.

Optical microscopy observations

After mechanical testing, each sample was equilibrated with each solution before 
being cut into thin radial slices of 25  µm thickness with a WSL GSL1 sledge 
microtome in three different zones. The slices were then placed between two glass 
plates with the same solution to monitor the thickness and microstructure of the 
cell walls with a Leica DM LM/P optical microscope in transmission mode. In each 
slice, the average wall thickness of the cells was obtained by measuring the thick-
ness of each visible cell on ten points and averaging the results.

Water tank 40°C

Stationary part of the DMA frame

Mobile part of the DMA frame

RH Sensor

Sample

Pump and
Thermostat

Lock with torque 
wrenchs (2.5N/m)

STEP 1 - 500s of stabilization STEP 2 - 2000s of immersion

Fig. 1  Description of the protocol used for the dynamic mechanical characterization by DMA during the 
immersion of the poplar samples (here loaded in traction mode) into the tank of solvent connected to a 
thermostat bath maintained at 40 °C



Results and discussion 

Sorption of vapours

Pure solvents

The sorption isotherms of water at 25 °C on poplar powder and solid specimens are 
shown in Fig. 2. Both sorption isotherms could be classified as type II, according 
to the IUPAC, which is characteristic for non-porous materials. The water uptake at 
saturation (17 or 19% w/w at p/p° = 0.95) as well as the steep slope at low relative 
pressure (p/p° < 0.1) are consistent with former studies on similar materials (Per-
alta 1995). Sorption isotherms on biomass-based materials are frequently modelled 
by the GAB (Guggenheim, Anderson, de Boer) method, which has been developed 
to extend the isotherm modelling of the BET (Brunauer, Emmet, Teller) method 
(Brunauer et al. 1938) by considering the adsorption energy level not just of surface 
monolayers but also of interacting multilayers (Anderson 1946). The GAB equation 
is formally equivalent to other extensions of the BET theory (Dent 1977) but also 
to models based on a different approach (Hailwood and Horrobin 1946; Okoh and 
Skaar 1980). The Hailwood and Horrobin model was developed to account for water 
uptake by polymer gels and attributes the strongest sorption to absorbed “hydra-
tion” water molecules in direct interaction with the polymer and a weaker sorption 
to “dissolved” water contributing to the gel swelling. The formal equivalence of the 
models indicates that, based on uptake isotherms alone, it is impossible to differ-
entiate between surface adsorption and bulk absorption phenomena (Prothon and 
Ahrné 2004). In the case of food samples, it was early realized that the sorption 
of vapours penetrating inside a low-surface area material could also be modelled 
by the GAB method, which allowed to evaluate the sorption of “bound” and “free” 
sorbate instead of, respectively, monolayer and multilayer adsorption (Quirijns et al. 
2005). In the case of wood samples, this interpretation is strongly supported by the 

Fig. 2  Isotherms of sorption 
of ethanol vapour on poplar 
veneers (red), water vapour on 
poplar veneers (dark blue) and 
water vapour on poplar powder 
(light blue) at 25 °C. Adsorp-
tion (solid lines) and desorption 
(dashed lines)



observation that typical GAB “monolayer” sorption values are two orders of mag-
nitude larger than monolayer adsorption values measured by non-penetrating  N2 
(Bratasz et al. 2012; Clair et al. 2008).

In the GAB isotherm

X is the mass uptake at p/p° = α, Xm is the mass uptake at the conventionally called 
“monolayer” value and can be attributed to “bound” sorbate. C is an energetic con-
stant related to the ratio of the Gibbs free energies of “bound” and “free” sorbate, 
and K is the ratio between the Gibbs free energy of the bulk liquid and the “free” 
sorbate. The values of the GAB constants for the different samples are reported in 
Table 1.

The values of the GAB parameters for water sorption on whole and powdered 
specimens of poplar veneer are alike, as expected by the similarity of the sorption 
isotherms. The Xm and C values indicate that nearly 5% w/w of water is sorbed with 
high affinity for the material. The K parameter is essentially of entropic nature and 
its value, lower than 1, suggests that water molecules sorbed beyond the “mon-
olayer” are significantly more structured than in bulk liquid water. The similarity of 
the water sorption isotherms on whole specimens and powders indicates that (1) the 
external surface area and the size of the material have a very limited influence on 
the sorption of water vapour and that (2) diffusion in the specimens—at least at the 
scale of the current samples—is not a limiting factor.

The desorption branches are shifted to a lower relative pressure as compared to 
the sorption branch. Full reversibility is observed, as the desorption branches go 
back to the origin as the relative pressure tends to zero. A significant feature of the 
hysteresis loop is the lack of the sudden step-down of the desorption branch with 
convergence to the adsorption branch at a relative pressure defined by the nature 
of the sorbent and by temperature (Ravikovitch and Neimark 2002; Thommes 
et al. 2016). This phenomenon, typical of sorption in mesoporous materials, takes 
place at p/p° near 0.31 in the case of water at room temperature (Sing and Made-
ley 1954). This so-called catastrophic desorption occurs when capillary tension in 
small mesopores exceeds the tensile strength of the condensed liquid (Burgess et al. 
1989; Trens et al. 2005). This phenomenon is systematically absent in vapour sorp-
tion cycles on wood (Bratasz et  al. 2012; Hill et  al. 2010; Källbom et  al. 2016), 

(1)
X

X
m

=
CK�

(1 − K�).(1 − K� + CK�)

Table 1  GAB constants for the 
adsorption isotherms

C K Xm (mg/g)

Water on powder 11.6 0.75 56
Water 10.2 0.72 54
21% EtOH 7.1 0.85 67
44% EtOH 7.4 1.07 55
70% EtOH 8.9 1.43 36



indicating that the hysteresis loops cannot be attributed to a simple capillary con-
densation. The observed hysteresis is typical of an activated sorption process, com-
patible with a swelling mechanism in which the sorbate is absorbed within the bulk 
of the material.

The sorption isotherm obtained with pure ethanol has a type V sigmoidal shape 
(see Fig. 2). This type of isotherm is usually described as being the result of coop-
erative adsorption of species, in which a weak adsorption of isolated molecule is 
accelerated at the relative pressure corresponding to the formation of surface molec-
ular clusters. However, at low relative pressure of ethanol, there is almost no adsorp-
tion (0.1% w/w up to p/p° = 0.3), whereas at saturation, the sorbed amount of ethanol 
is 11% (w/w). Such an extremely sigmoidal shape of the curve cannot be accounted 
for by simple models of surface adsorption and cannot be modelled by BET, BJH or 
GAB methods. To grasp the scale of the phenomenon, it is useful to observe that the 
formation of a monolayer of ethanol (cross-sectional area nearly 0.17 nm2) on a pop-
lar veneer with nitrogen surface area 0.5 m2 g−1 (Clair et al. 2008) would correspond 
to a limited mass uptake of just 0.02% w/w. The ethanol sigmoidal sorption is out-
side the field of monolayer/multilayer surface adsorption. It really seems that a high 
chemical potential is needed to overcome a sorption energy barrier. If the uptake up 
to p/p° 0.3 can reasonably be accounted for by surface adsorption, once the needed 
p/p° is reached ethanol penetrates inside the material. It is likely that the heterogene-
ity of the wood structure plays a role in the phenomenon, as experiment setting, pre-
treatment and wood species can do. Indeed, less strongly sigmoidal ethanol sorption 
isotherms have been obtained with very long equilibration times on vapour-treated 
birch and aspen (Chirkova et al. 2013).

Another major difference between water and ethanol sorption is the shape of the 
desorption branch. In the case of ethanol, a larger hysteresis can be seen, with a 
pronounced irreversibility. Indeed, 4.6% w/w of ethanol remains adsorbed on the 
substrate after desorption. This irreversibility, strongly suggestive of chemisorption, 
confirms that the sorption of ethanol occurs in the bulk of the material.

Mixed solvents

The sorption isotherms of water–ethanol mixed vapours can be compared with that 
obtained with the pure components (see Fig. 3) with just one caveat: it has to be kept 
in mind that, unlike the case of the pure vapours, the composition of the adsorbed 
phase on the material does not necessarily correspond to the ethanol/water ratio in 
the vapour, due to a different affinity of each component for the substrate and a pos-
sible selectivity of adsorption.

The shapes of the sorption isotherms of mixed vapours are reminiscent of that 
found for the sorption of water. However, the initial mass uptake is steeper than in 
the case of pure water, as highlighted by the lower partial pressure needed to absorb 
up to 5% w/w (see Fig. 4, left side). Indeed, the GAB Xm “monolayer” value for the 
21% EtOH sorption (see Table 1) is higher than for pure water, suggesting that the 
presence of water triggers the co-sorption of ethanol, even at low vapour pressure. 
The GAB C parameter for the mixed vapours is always lower than for pure water 
vapour, indicating a lower average affinity of the absorbate for the absorbent. Quite 



interestingly, the K parameter increases with the ethanol fraction and reaches values 
higher than one, suggesting that the co-sorption of water and ethanol can lead to an 
absorbate phase more disordered than the corresponding bulk solvent. Globally, it 
can be deduced that the sorption of mixed vapours is a true co-sorption of water and 
ethanol and that the sorption of water wipes out the surface energy barrier for the 
sorption of ethanol.

On the other hand, the influence of ethanol in the sorption of the mixture can 
be seen in the hysteresis loop which is quite wide, especially for high ethanol con-
tents. Irreversible retention upon desorption can also be observed, albeit to a smaller 
extent than for pure ethanol (see Fig. 4, right side). It seems likely that ethanol can 
strongly interact with some of the components present in wood specimens and the 
extent of residual mass uptake after desorption is more important as the ethanol 
molar fraction increases.

Fig. 3  Isotherms of mixed 
water–ethanol solvents 
adsorption on poplar veneers 
specimens at 25 °C. Vapours at 
equilibrium of solutions with 
increasing ethanol mass frac-
tion. Isotherms of pure water 
and ethanol are represented in 
dotted lines for comparison

21%

44%

70%

Water
Ethanol

Fig. 4  Influence of ethanol fraction on the threshold partial pressure to reach 5% of mass change (left) 
and the irreversibility of mass change at p° (right)



Influence of solvent sorption on viscoelastic behaviour

Pure solvents

Results from dynamic mechanical testing during immersion reveal that ethanol 
sorption has a much lower effect on the viscoelastic properties of poplar veneers 
samples compared to water (see Fig.  5). For ethanol sorption, the loss of relative 
storage modulus (namely E′/E0) (− 0.05 on average) and increase in relative damp-
ing (namely tanδ/tanδ0) (+ 0.68 on average) occur quickly after immersion (extreme 
values reached at t = 219  s on average). At longer times, a slow recovery can be 
observed, i.e. slight variations from the extreme to the final values corresponding to 
+ 0.01 and − 0.26 of relative E′ and relative tanδ, respectively. It must be pointed out
that the results for sorption of ethanol were highly reproducible.

The modification of the initial sample viscoelastic properties is clearly more pro-
nounced for water sorption. Regarding storage modulus, the final loss of relative E′ 
is − 0.35, which is 9 times larger than observed for ethanol. Nonetheless, comparing 
the average variations of E′ due to water or ethanol sorption, it can be noticed that 
the two curves have comparable shapes, even if the intensity of the phenomenon is 
more pronounced for water. Regarding damping, water sorption also entails much 
larger modification of relative tanδ (increase of + 2.21 on average, i.e. more than 5 
times higher than ethanol), highlighting that the absorption of water within poplar 
wood cells induces a pronounced change in their viscoelastic properties. Indeed, an 
increase in damping is characteristic of an increase in the viscous contribution (E″) 
to the complex modulus (E*). It indicates a higher molecular mobility and a loss 
of intermolecular interactions between the biopolymers constituting cell walls and 
middle lamella. Besides, the effects of water and ethanol sorption on tanδ variations 
also differ in nature.

Wood–water interactions and its influence on dynamical mechanical properties 
are already well documented (Ebrahimzadeh and Bertilsson 1998). The final modi-
fications of E′ and tanδ after impregnation with water are comparable to the results 
obtained by Ishimaru et  al. (2001b) and Obataya et  al. (1998). For ethanol, as no 
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similar study has been conducted to the authors’ knowledge, the influence of sorp-
tion on E′ and tanδ stands as a new result. Meier et al. (2006b) found that sorption 
of ethanol entails lower modifications of the static mechanical properties than water 
(two times lower compared to water), albeit this result was obtained for different 
loading modes.

The effect of variable humidity on E′ and tanδ after equilibrium has been widely 
studied in the case of water. Yet, regarding the immediate modification of the 
mechanical properties due to a sudden change of humidity, as performed in this 
study, there are fewer studies in the literature that can stand as a comparative refer-
ence. Here, it can be observed that water gives rise to a pronounced transitory state 
(d tanδ max = + 4.61), i.e. seven times more than ethanol, followed by a large recov-
ery (average decrease of − 2.40 from the extreme to the final values). Numerous 
studies have shown that transient moisture conditions have additional effects on the 
mechanical properties of hygroscopic materials (Armstrong and Christensen 1961; 
Wang et  al. 1991). These phenomena have been discussed in terms of instability 
originated by continual making and breaking of hydrogen bonds due to changes in 
moisture uptake in the path towards equilibrium (Gibson 1965; Nordon 1962). The 
slip zone model proposed by Hoffmeyer and Davidson (1989) illustrates this hypoth-
esis. Through the identification by microscopy of zones of minute failures as distinct 
planes extending through the S2 layer of the cell wall, they showed that the changes 
of the elastic, viscoelastic, and plastic properties of wood are proportional to the 
number of slip planes, which increases with increasing moisture change. Later, Navi 
et al. (2002) showed that the transient hydrogen bonding between crystalline cellu-
lose and the surrounding amorphous polymers, owed to the introduction or removal 
of water, may accelerate shear slip between the two phases in the presence of an 
external load. The recovery of E′ observed here is then likely the consequence of 
rebonding of the fibrils after sorption. However, though the breaking and remak-
ing of hydrogen bonds during transient moisture conditions may provide a general 
explanation of these transient phenomena, it does not provide a detailed explanation 
for the quantitative differences observed between water and ethanol. Moreover, there 
is little information about the potential mechanism played by ethanol.

Based on the present results and literature data, it is assumed that the strong 
variations in viscoelastic behaviour observed for water absorption are the result of 
the diffusion of water molecules within the secondary S2 cell wall layer, i.e. the 
main body of cell walls, at the origin of stiffness and longitudinal strength of wood 
(Bergander and Salmén 2002). Water molecules interact through H-bonding with 
hydrophilic biopolymers such as hemicelluloses located between more hydropho-
bic microfibrillar lattices, repulsing them one from another and giving rise to a pro-
nounced macroscopic swelling of the specimens (Barbetta et al. 2017).

It was evidenced that ethanol molecules, like water molecules, are also absorbed 
by the material. Yet, the low resulting variations of E′ and tanδ indicate that the 
interactions of ethanol with wood biopolymers do not play a key role in the longi-
tudinal mechanical properties of the fibres. This could be due to the nature of the 
interactions or to the location of the sorption sites. The large difference between 
mechanical properties after immersion in water or ethanol contrasts with the reason-
ably similar amounts of water and ethanol absorbed at saturation in the gravimetric 



adsorption experiments. If ethanol molecules were absorbed within cell wall layers 
at the same absorption sites as water molecules, their larger steric hindrance would 
generate more swelling and higher modifications in viscoelastic behaviour than 
water sorption, contrary to observed evidence. On these bases, it is assumed that the 
absorption sites of water and ethanol and the nature of their interactions with wood 
biopolymers are different and do not play the same role in the resulting viscoelastic 
behaviour of poplar wood.

Mixed solvents

In Fig. 6, the average results obtained upon immersion of poplar wood in pure and 
mixed solvents are compared. The variations of relative E’ and tanδ after immersion in 
water–ethanol mixtures show a trend which is similar to the one observed for water at  
short immersion times: an initial transitory state, particularly evident in damping. At 
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longer immersion times, the recovery of viscoelastic properties is slower and weaker 
than in the case of water. The average final modifications of relative E′ after immer-
sion in 21% EtOH, 44% EtOH and 70% EtOH ethanol–water solutions are − 0.44, 
− 0.52 and − 0.45, respectively. Regarding relative tanδ, the same solvents induced an
increase of + 4.15, + 6.04 and + 4.05, respectively (see Supplementary Materials 2 for
details of each test). The decrease in relative E′ and increase in relative tanδ in mixed
solvents are always higher than those observed with pure water. This result indicates
that ethanol–water mixtures have a specific synergistic contribution to wood swelling
and variation in viscoelastic behaviour. The maximal variations are observed with 44%
EtOH, where relative E′ and relative tanδ reach extreme values of − 0.53 and + 7.15,
respectively, i.e. 1.5 times more than for pure water. Variations in viscoelastic proper-
ties after sorption show a parabolic evolution as a function of the ethanol concentra-
tion (see Fig. 6), highlighting again the synergistic effect of mixed solvents.

The sluggish evolution of mechanical properties after their maximum variation is 
evidenced by several effects. In the curves of mechanical behaviour in Fig. 6, it can 
be remarked that tanδ reaches maximal values in a shorter time in pure water than 
in mixed solvents. In mixed solvents, the time to reach extreme values is maximal 
in 44% EtOH. Water sorption is also characterized by a larger recovery of relative 
tanδ (roughly − 0.40), significantly higher than the value observed for mixed sol-
vents (roughly − 0.17) or for pure ethanol. This gradual decrease in relative tanδ, 
after reaching extreme variations corresponds to a local rearrangement of sorbate 
molecules that occurs within the cell walls structure after swelling. As shown above, 
the sorption of water alone is fully reversible, while ethanol sorption is partially 
irreversible, which means that the sorbed water molecules can be easily extracted 
from the material. In the presence of ethanol, either alone or in aqueous solutions, 
the recovery of mechanical properties after reaching extreme values is more slug-
gish and limited. This effect could be related to the irreversible retention of ethanol 
observed in gravimetric sorption experiments. Quite likely, the presence of retained 
ethanol molecules slows down the entire sorption–desorption process and prevents a 
complete recovery after the transient state.

A possible mechanistic interpretation of these results could be that irreversibly 
adsorbed ethanol molecules damaged the pristine microstructure of wood cells and/
or intercellular cohesion. The effects of these phenomena could be evidenced by 
mechanical analysis during drying. It might be impossible to return to the initial 
mechanical properties, and the difference between initial and final mechanical prop-
erties might depend on ethanol molar fraction. However, irreversible changes such 
as hornification could also occur, making it difficult to discriminate the effects of 
individual sorbed molecules on the viscoelastic behaviour of wood samples.

Optical microscopy observations

Pure solvents

Slices of 25  µm in thickness were sampled from specimens used for dynamic 
mechanical analysis in water, ethanol or mixed solvents, to be observed by optical 



microscopy. In Fig. 7, two microscopic slices tested in water and ethanol are shown, 
corresponding to the samples which displayed the most contrasting viscoelastic 
behaviour.

Regarding pure solvents, water and ethanol absorption result in two really con-
trasted effects on the cell wall layers. Wood cells from the samples immersed in 
water are tightly packed against each other and show thick secondary S2 layers. The 
different layers of the cell walls are compact and well bound to the middle lamella. 
On the contrary, in ethanol, secondary S2 layers swell to a lower extent and P wall 
seems less bound in middle lamella regions. Average wall thickness is nearly 3 µm 
after swelling in water and 2 µm after swelling in ethanol (see Fig. 9).

In addition, some peeling can be observed between the middle lamella and the 
cell walls after absorption of ethanol. The zoom on the sample tested with ethanol 
(see Fig. 7) enables a more precise definition of the damaged interface: the appar-
ent separation seems to occur between the middle lamella and the primary wall 
(disbonding 1 in Fig. 7). These results are concordant with Meier et al. (2005) who 
observed a similar phenomenon on SEM images of pinewood swollen in ethanol. It 
also appears that ethanol absorption can entail the disbonding of the different lay-
ers of the secondary wall (disbonding 2 in Fig. 7), leading to the detachment of the 
internal part of the cell wall layers, which remain isolated in the lumen of the cells. 
This phenomenon can be the result of the weakening of the interface between S2 
and S1 layers, as well as the detachment of the G-layer in the case of tension wood, 
as observed by Clair et al. (2005) on poplar specimens. It should also be pointed out 
that weakening of the intercellular cohesion due to ethanol absorption could have 
favoured the disbonding of wood cells during the cutting of the slices. In any case, 
ethanol absorption appears to be responsible for a weakening of the intercellular 
cohesion in poplar wood cell walls.
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Fig. 7  Micrographs of the cell wall microstructure of poplar veneer specimens after absorption and 
dynamic mechanical analysis in the pure solvents (×100). For each solvent, the two samples that dis-
played the most contrasting results during dynamical mechanical tests are presented



Vapour sorption measurements have already shown that ethanol might prefer-
entially react with lignin rather than cellulose (Lequin et al. 2013). Barrera-García 
et al. (2008) showed a different behaviour of wood components towards sorption of 
phenolics from hydro-alcoholic solutions. Apparently, cellulose and hemicellulose 
absorbed several phenolic compounds without apparent distinction, whereas lignin 
preferentially extracted some of these compounds from the hydro-alcoholic solu-
tion. The middle lamella, which is mainly composed of lignin and other phenolic 
compounds, might then preferentially interact with ethanol, being altered or even 
partially dissolved. This could explain the disbonding between primary wall and 
middle lamella. This hypothesis is also supported by the work of Hosseinpourpia 
et al. (2017), who observed that the removal of lignin on pinewood samples allows 
stronger swelling of the polysaccharide matrix. Within the secondary wall, S1 layer 
contains the greater amount of lignin, possibly explaining its disbonding from S2 
wall. The weakening of the interface between S1 and S2 layers could allow the 
release of internal stresses originating from cell wall maturation. It is also likely that 
ethanol in aqueous solution leads to a better extraction of lignin. Indeed, in the field 
of papermaking, it has been shown that aqueous solutions of ethanol and acetone 
lead to higher lignin solubilization, with the highest efficiency obtained for vol-
ume concentrations around 50% (Domínguez-Robles et al. 2018; Jääskeläinen et al. 
2016).

The effect of ethanol sorption on the dynamic mechanical behaviour under shear 
was checked. It was assumed that the contribution of interfaces and intercellular 
cohesion to the mechanical properties of the samples would be more important in 
this loading mode (see Supplementary Materials 3). It was observed that the loss 
of E’ modulus and increase of damping in ethanol was more pronounced in shear 
mode as compared to tensile mode, the relative variations of viscoelastic properties 
observed for ethanol and water absorption being similar. Even if ethanol can induce 
a pronounced intercellular decohesion and weaken the interfaces in wood micro-
structure, such results are not easy to interpret because of the superposition of differ-
ent macromolecular and microstructural changes related to plasticization, hornifica-
tion and decohesion. As pointed out above, this makes it difficult to discriminate the 
effects of individual sorbed molecules on wood samples.

Mixed solvents

In water–ethanol mixtures, a combination of high swelling due to water and intercel-
lular decohesion due to ethanol can be observed (see Fig. 8). The micrographs of the 
wood cells from the samples immersed in 21% EtOH are similar to those observed 
for water, but cells’ external shapes present more rounded profiles on average. Cells 
are mostly packed together and only little disbonding between the middle lamella 
and the primary wall can be observed. For the samples immersed in 44% EtOH, both 
high swelling of the secondary S2 layer and frequent local disbonding between the 
middle lamella and the primary wall can be noticed. The average thickness of cell 
walls (see Fig. 9) reaches a maximum of 3.6 μm for the 44% EtOH sample. The cou-
pling of water sorption and disbonding by ethanol appears to be the best combina-
tion to maximize microscopic swelling of wood cells. Indeed, in this situation, cells 



are less mutually constrained and the secondary S2 layer swells more freely. Finally, 
after immersion in 70% EtOH, the micrographs show cells that are almost all dis-
sociated from the middle lamella with a slight swelling of S2 wall. In this specific 
case, it can be inferred that even if cell disbonding induced by ethanol favours the 
free swelling of S2 wall, there is no sufficient water uptake to swell it significantly. 
If ethanol reacts preferentially in lignin-rich regions as the middle lamella and the 
outer parts of the cell wall, it is also likely that pre-swelling of the inner S3 layer by 
water enables ethanol to get access to these sites. This hypothesis is supported by 
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Fig. 8  Micrographs of the cell wall microstructure of poplar veneer specimens after immersion and 
dynamic mechanical testing in the different mixed solvents (×100). For each solvent, the two tests of four 
that displayed the most contrasted viscoelastic behaviour are represented, to explore variability. Each test 
number is reported in the corresponding image

Fig. 9  Influence of ethanol 
fraction on the final tangential 
free swelling of poplar micro-
scopic cuts. Slices are immersed 
by capillarity in the solvents at 
40 °C and dimensions are meas-
ured before and after swelling
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previous studies reporting that the extraction of polyphenols from plant materials 
is more effective with an ethanol concentration of approximately 70% (Yang and 
Zhang 2008).

Additionally, post-mortem optical microscopy observations evidence that ethanol 
and water molecules act synergistically to separate and swell the cell walls, resulting 
in turn in the observed large decrease of the elastic modulus and large increase of 
damping in poplar wood specimens.

Conclusion

This study aimed to investigate the effect of the impregnation of aqueous solutions 
of ethanol of variable composition on the physico-mechanical properties of veneer 
poplar wood, to better characterize the phenomenon of hyperswelling generated 
by mixed solvents. Vapour sorption gravimetry, dynamic mechanical analysis and 
microscopic observations were combined to evaluate the modifications of micro-
structure and properties of wood induced by the interactions between water–ethanol 
binary solutions and wood constitutive biopolymers.

These techniques allowed comparing the sorption behaviour of wood in pure 
ethanol with the known and confirmed sorption behaviour in water. In both cases, 
the solvent uptake was several orders of magnitude larger than the amount corre-
sponding to a monolayer–multilayer adsorption at the surface of poplar wood and 
evidenced absorption in the core of the material. Albeit the amount of water or etha-
nol absorbed at saturation differed by less than a factor of two, the two different 
solvents had drastically different effects on the properties of wood. The sorption of 
water brought about an important swelling of the cell walls and a fast plasticization 
of the material, characterized by high loss of longitudinal stiffness and increased 
damping. Upon sorption of ethanol, the longitudinal stiffness of wood samples was 
almost unchanged, and the average thickness of the cell walls was slightly increased. 
Moreover, the sorption of ethanol caused disbonding and structural damage in the 
more lignin-rich layers, i.e. middle lamella. This effect must be correlated with a 
significant retention of ethanol upon desorption, strongly suggestive of chemisorp-
tion of ethanol in the polyphenolic fraction. Interestingly, the damage around the 
middle lamellae did not significantly affect longitudinal mechanical properties but 
the induced loss of cohesion between cells corresponded to a significant loss of 
mechanical properties in shear loading mode. The measurements of sorption from 
vapours usefully completed the experiments by immersion evidencing that ethanol 
is virtually not absorbed at low partial pressure, suggesting the presence of selective 
diffusional barriers between the components of cell walls.

The simultaneous sorption of water and ethanol highlighted synergistic effects. 
Hyperswelling was indeed observed, as immersion in ethanol aqueous solutions 
induced larger swelling and larger softening than immersion in pure water or pure 
ethanol. Sorption from mixed vapours showed that the presence of water mole-
cules allows ethanol to be absorbed also at low partial pressure, strongly suggest-
ing that lignin-rich regions are more easily accessible to ethanol through hydrated 
holocellulosic fractions. When co-absorbed with water, ethanol generates cell 



decohesion, and it seems likely that the release of constraints between the wood 
cell wall layers plays an important role in enabling hyperswelling of cell walls 
when mixed solvents are absorbed.

These results suggest several orientations for future research programmes. The 
selective interactions of solvent components with different wood biopolymers are 
worth to be investigated and validated by molecular dynamic simulations. The 
synergistic swelling mechanism by mixed solvents, implying a loss of stiffness 
by selective alteration of lignin-rich structures, suggests useful developments 
of theoretical physico-chemical models of wood swelling (Barbetta et al. 2017). 
The mechanical study of the transitory states, a factor not to be underestimated in 
the evaluation of structural materials, represents a largely unexplored field when 
mixed solvents are concerned. It remains an open question to which extent the 
size of the specimens and diffusion mechanisms can affect the mechanical behav-
iour. As a last observation, the understanding of the mechanism of hyperswelling 
in mixed solvents other than water and ethanol remains terra incognita despite its 
technological relevance in industrial wood treatments and its service-life.
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